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files I need to create a bootable DVD for Mac OS X Lion for a friend to fix his Mac. I know the above is not possible for Mac OS X 10.6.
I need to create the DVD so he can install Lion on his Mac. Is there a way to get a retail DVD from Apple? I have tried to look for it but I

can't find one. A: Installer discs were discontinued in Snow Leopard. They are no longer made. Snow Leopard DVD Mac OS X Lion
Retail DVD You can create a disk image from a Live CD. This can be a CD, DVD, or even a USB flash drive. This DVD won't boot on

your friend's machine, but you can use the image to fix his machine. Here's a handy guide. How to make a Bootable Live CD in Linux - A
guide The final step is to burn the disc. There are lots of different programs out there. Here's a list of commonly used CD/DVD burning

programs. Wondershare Multisession DVD-R : Wondershare Burn : InfraRecorder : CDBurnerXP : Q: Xpath: How to select the first child
of the first element with a certain attribute? I have the following HTML code: The first div has an attribute 'class' equal to 'active'. I would

like to select the element with the id equal to 'first-div'. I have tried the following: document.evaluate('//*[@id="first-div"]/parent::div',
document, null, XPathResult.FIRST_ORDERED_NODE_TYPE, null).singleNodeValue
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Mac OS X Lion Retail Bootable .iso. Mac OS X Lion is the latest operating system for Mac laptops and desktops. With new features and
capabilities, Mac OS X Lion delivers unparalleled performance. It includes features such as improved power management tools. Now that
your Mac is running longer, it uses less power. Lion also allows you to create new and useful websites. And among other things, it has
more than 300 new icons for applications. fffad4f19a
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